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Recognized for her ability to navigate and heal the 
most challenging circumstances, Jane M Powers is 
an award-winning international speaker, trainer, and 
sought-after life and business strategist. Her 
dedication to guiding trauma survivORs to emerge 
victorious over their past into an unstoppable future 
has deemed her the quintessential go-to expert. 
Jane is committed to you creating deep, genuine 
healing to live an extraordinary life that matters, just 
as she has through the healing of her abuse. She 
knows to reveal the missing peace; you must find 
your voice; in your voice is your power.

Cherished by many for her brilliance, kindness, and 
commitment to growth, Denise M Powers has 
inspired many to be their best self. Whether 
teaching fourth and fifth graders or rubbing 
elbows with the likes of Tom Hanks, Ron 
Howard, and other accomplished directors, 
Denise’s influence in the world is undeniable. 
She has affected others to increase their 
authenticity and live a wholly shameless life. 
Her transformation through the SurvivOR 
Method has been nothing shy of amazing.

After seeing Jane completely transform people 
from the stage in front of a crowd of hundreds, I'm not 
surprised she figured out how to put that candor, wit 
and wisdom passionately into a book. The words leap 
out at you from page one like you're watching a movie 
with her, her wife, and many others' stories of being 
abused in many different ways (and on many 
different  levels) making  the  reader feel like he/she is 
part of a friendly inner circle. 

She rolls it up into an intellectual system that breaks 
down the simple steps to heal and move forward in a 
way that feels like she is taking your hand by gently 
explaining and consequently inspiring  you the  entire 
way.

JUDY GOSS, TV Personality, Emcee, Speaker, Author of 
Break Into Modeling for $20

What Others Are Saying . . .

What Jane M Powers has done is nothing short of a 
miracle. With honesty, understanding and intention, 
she takes a bold stand for those who have 
experienced  the unimaginable in life. In classic style, 
Jane blends story and teaching, anecdotes with hard 
truths, all with  the goal of helping you find  the peace 
you deserve. Unless we heal our pain, we will not 
soar, and with Jane’s step-by-step guidance, you get 
that much closer to living your life of freedom. 

LINDA ALBRIGHT, Women’s Wealth Revolution

So many times in my life, dealing with 
trauma means digging into it. Remembering 
and reliving all the details. At some point, it 
becomes a tradeoff. I want to heal, but I 
dread  the  process. And then I read this 
book. Finally, a method that works without 
me having to go into  the  darkness again, 
alone. This book is opening up a new world 
for me. Thank you, Jane!

RJ REDDEN, Black Belt Bots



You are Not Your Past, Nor are You What Happened to You! 

RVMP is a comprehensive guide offering direction and guidance to trauma survivors desiring 
to shortcut the healing process. You will discover how to skillfully navigate your trauma, 
abuse, story, and mind to emerge victoriously. Although trauma and abuse seem to be the 
“gift that keeps on giving,” -  revealing and owning your missing peace is 
possible.


Sharing various tools combined with powerful 
stories, RVMP allows you to heal in a brand new 
way and be a SurvivOR using a streamlined 
transformation method. Readers will embrace 
the healing process using simple steps to guide 
them from the secret darkness into a peace-
filled future of clarity and confidence.


RVMP is no ordinary book to heal your past.  It 
is a collection of dynamic stories and alternative 
methods to heal beyond your history by finding 
your voice because in your voice is your power. 
Know, you are not your past, nor are you what happened to you, and the book intends 
to move you through the healing process with effective efficiency to master your Life, inside 
and out. You will reveal the missing piece and peace to find the bold real you in all you do. 


The book is jammed packed with simple yet proven steps to reveal, an authentic life you have 
not yet truly lived, despite the success you have had.       


What to expect:


Identify your truth and Reveal the Stories running your Life. 

Claim your Voice and Find your Power.

Emerge Victorious over Shame and Guilt.

Embrace the SurvivOR in you and Achieve a New Reality.

Conquer Forgiveness and Earned Peace.

Embrace the power of your mind to reprogram the past.


What if you can change the past and how it affects your present and future? Revealing the 
Missing Peace guides those on a healing journey from the pain of abuse who want to 
transform and survivOR. It's your choice. Do you survive, OR? When you choose OR, you 
choose to live: more than survive. I hope you allow yourself to gain knowledge, insight, and 
tools to live an OR life. 
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